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Our body comprises of thousands of organs and the most important one are eye, ear, nose and
throat. We cannot imagine our life without these organs. Among all these sense organ, there are
organs which are interrelated. These are ear, nose and throat. If we have any sort of problem
related to throat it will definitely affect our nose and ears also. The most prominent example is when
we have cold and cough, our throat is the first one which is affected and after that we may have a
running or blocked nose. When this cough and cold increases it even start affecting our ears, in
many chronic cases it can even spoil our ears. This can cause problem in the hearing functioning.

It is always suggested that we should get our throat checked at an early stage because early
detection may help in preventing some other kind of serious ailment and problem. If the problem
becomes severe it can even turn expensive and painful without any surety of the condition being
reversed. Every year, many people suffer from sore throat or other cold and cough related problem
and ailment as there is any sort of climatic change. It is suggested to visit a physician before it
becomes a serious condition.

Generally we often see that small children suffer from throat infection, running nose and blocked
ears. The reason is that they have a weak immunity system. But these problem and ailment usually
come to an end as the child becomes teenager; if not and the condition still persists then the child
should be properly diagnosed and treated by an ENT specialist. Otolaryngology or ENT (ear, nose
and throat) is the branch of medicine and surgery that specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of
ear, nose, throat, and head and neck disorders.

They help in restoration of hearing loss in children and adults using cochlear implants and bone
anchored hearing aids. In metropolis like Delhi where life is quite fast paced and every thing is
moving on instant track, to keep your health in a proper condition is quite a problem. No one has
enough time to look after their health and fitness and immunity system. Everyone is just busy
enough to not give a single thought to their body health and fitness and thus resulting in being
diagnosed and getting treated by a doctor.

There are some good doctors available in Delhi who can diagnose and treat you such as ENT
specialist in Delhi or should say ENT doctors in Delhi. There are ENT specialist Delhi to specifically
deal with all sorts of ear problems and ailment. Various services and facilities of ENT specialist in
Delhi are audiometric, voice/speech therapy, stuttering and stammering.
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